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competing 1nsti tu tions .has led to a regrettable educational waste, and an attenuation 

of educatioml energies, which will go far to prevent the progress which was possible, 

and which is the due of our people. The people of Toronto have risen against such 

a state of affairs and rectified matters, am 'the Manitoban breed will probably soon 

follow their lead. But their problem was simpler than ours, for in each case 

the sera,rate institutions were mainly in one large city. As an illustration 
t,&vic~ 

of the end we are/\a.iming at, I might instance the stat.es of Ohio and Pennsylvania 

which, becolleged 0t1t of all proportion, though two of the most wealthy and most 

populous states of the Union, a.re probably near tb.e bottom of the scale of 

intellectual progress in that country, as gauged by the rank of their insti'tntions 

of hi~r learning. 

M is a hopeful sign that in our Far West the Provinces are 

starting great state Universities, thoroughly coordinated and interlocked with the 

secondary school system. 
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The re lat ions and duties of the University to the State and to the 

comnunity vary from period to period as the ma.in activities of the people change, 4M 
as waves of thou@lt sweep over the country. Canada is of so· vast an extent tm t 

the lines of activity of her people have always been numermts; but yet as we look 
'-U•d.t!:1DJl.t 7't1'f"/tf> t>f 

back we can see that their general -character has/\change #-• At first the pioneer 

stage ,with little differentiation or specialization of business; the pioneer was 

farmer, fisherman, lumberman, miner, merchant, a ll in one. In this stage the 

College touched this man only in so far as it supplied the professional class, and 

took care of the scientific means of defense. As units grew into communities, and 

specialization increased, they began to devote their energies to the development of 

the material resources of the country; wealth increased, and the minds of men were/ 

and are concentrated on the accumulation of mQney a_q an end in itself. 
) 

Our country 

is still in this stage of development. The duty of the University now required 

a two-fold 



a two-fold change; first, to modify her curriculum and expand her methods, so as to 

provide tho greatest possible sharpening of the intelleot, and most appropriate means , 

to aid in this specific attack on nature. 

training demanded by the industrial life. 

Hence arose the scientific and technical 

The second duty of the University was, 

while insisting upon the p:3nnanence of her old ideals of a cul tivated 1somd, intellect, 

to lay special stress upon the duties of weal th and the ri ejlts of the state, as ~1 

as upon the machinery for the rapid increase and centralization of weal th. We 

shall see later how little our Canadian Colleges realized this duty, and why. 

A third stage which we have only entered upon, but which is far advanced 
,.-

in other countries, is that in which a ferment has arisen in the minds of men 

causing discontent with old established traditionary creeds; in government, the rights 

of man, tho ri~ts of labour, in religion, in ethics, in the relation of too sexes, 

in practically every current of thought which deals with our daily life with each 

other, and our relation to the mole__,as detennined by tho government, the courts, the 

parliaments. 



parliaments. Never was such production of such multifarious theories of governmentf , 

of wilde~t economical theories, (not the cult of a man, but of the mob,) of speculative 

schemes of ethics, of bizarre substi tut 6' for religion. Do not ever forget, though , 

that all this is a sign of progress, not of decay. While man is seriously and 

strenuously using the gift of reason which God bas endowed him with, he is fulfilling 

His purpose, and is gaining towards the Heights. But the possibilities for retrs-

gression, if this tendency is not directed, are frau~t with dismay; and it is the part 

of the University to provide the cultivated, sane, broad-minded men and women who will 

withstand the popular clamour; who will, with their appreciation of the many-sidedness 

o:f life, with their trained understanding of the continuity of the present with the 

past, guide the errant theories and fancies of thaft,vague and unphilosophioal votaries 

of the zealot and fanatic to channels making for the sea of Truth. 

The demands of this stage of thought o.n. the University have been insistent 

and insidious; they have demanded that the University come down to the level of the 
masses, 



masses, that it popularize knowledge, that it provide learning for the purposes of 

daily life - they call it making the University practical, making its studies utilitarian. 

They would ask you to submit your cuITiculum to a sort of universal suffrage of the very 

people wham you must stand superior to , if you are to instruct. While offering 

instruction 1n every kind of study which too people are thinking of, it is now the duty 

of the llm.iVJersi ty to more and mare resist the clam.ant attacks of the semi-thinking, 

the demagogue, and the half-baked social democrat. It is too easy to exalt the 

popular claim, and too easy to give- in to it and insensibly come down to the standards 
"" 'l.4,1:J -fo 

of those you exist to improve, and abase your ideals to win the applause of the multitude. 
A i,-.a,'1,., ,, aud 

The University nru.st insist on the s tu.dies th.at " broaden, and enrich, and ennoble the 

intellect, and on a knowledge and familiarity with the great bases of philosophy, 

psychology, history, and e ociology, that 
-ti 

enable o.ae to with.stand the gusts of passion 

and momentary vagaries of thought, and,.\ weigh tho utilitarian in terms of the ideal. 
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In the earlier deW"s when the main subjects taught in the Colleges 

were the classics, philosophy, history and natmma.tics, the paraphernalia of a College 

were meagre, a professor and a few books; in such circumstances, from the purely 

pedagogical standpoint the small college could be as 

provided it could c omnand the men for its chairs. 

g:,odas the large one, or better, 

'"i-But with advent of the sciences, 
/\ 

and the spirit and method of research which they brought in their train - all that 

is involved in the phrase "scientific study" of a subject - the paraphernalia of a 

College became much mere extended; the pro:f'essor and his few books became an anachronism. 

The professor must have his laboratory rooms, and their expensive equipment; his lectures 

becane the smallest part of his work, am he must have his assistants and demonstrators; 

his subject matter is changing so rapidly that he m~t have aocess in a library to all 

current journals and text-books. You could teach la.tin and mathematics today with 

the text-books of our great-gram.fathers; but yo.u cannot teach physics today with the 

text-books 



text-books of ten years ago - though you will easily find people trying it. 

Then agiin, the subject-matter of 'the sciences has gr0\vn1 and is growing1 at such a rapid 

pace that no man can keep abreast of all the current advances of his own special 

department. As a result a college cannot no.v, as it could a generation a.go, have 

a professor of natural philosophy - Even a Lord Kelvin would no.v balk at such a task -

it must have its separate professors and separate laboratories of Chemistry, Physics, 

Biology, Geology, Psychology, Physiology, etc., etc. A professor of Science toda.y 

would far surpass a Newton. You more than suspect a man wno professes even 

Physics and Chemistry. As a physicist, let me say with what hesitation a man allows 

himself to be called a professor of Physics, for he realizes v.hat a poor grasp after 

all he has of such an exte·nsive subject. He hesitates even to say he is sufficiently 

masi;er of even a bi,; or ii;, say electricity, to allow himself to be called Professor 

of Electricity. 
Now 



( S.O 

Now I do not mean 1n the 9nallest degree to leave with you the 

impression that I think the student mo cones to our Colleges should get a little of 

all these scientific "ologies," and of all the other new "ologiee" - Quite the 

reverse, toore is no tendency in school and college I more stro11gly abhor and protest 
!J,C(tluii: ?ttu&f."fa;kt.., · 

against than the multiplicity of studies)' and the conset~uent superficial acquaintance 

with 1 earning; but I do believe tl:et one must be a Master to be a teacher, and no man 

can master mare than one science today. And I say when we send our sons to College 

we want to feel tmt whatever stuey they enter upon, whether for purely disciplinary 
Cl,,Y'f. 

purposes (as the classics and mathermtics/\to most stu:1.ents) , or for its value as 

knowledge . that it shall be unU er a .Master, who can speak With that assertion which 

stimulates and. enthuses hirr.self and his students, and makes him a teacher and not merely 

an automaton__, talking and examining by rule. Moreover, a Master cannot long remain 

so, unless he is also an investigator in his subject, which means more books, more 

apparatus, opportu.ni ty for foregatl:ering with others of his fe t1ijw investigators, and 
releas ( .. 
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release from some o:r his ti.me-consuming tasks. 

So I say that an outfit mich would make a small College justifiable 

and valuable some yoo.rs ago will not fit on to the needs of today. It is not a 

question of small numbers, rut snall equipment in instructors, libraries, laboratories, 

apparatus, and all the other aide to acquisition of power. Knowledge is not power, 

but 'the process of acquiring that knc,;vledge has given power. 

If you would give to the most conservative educator the means 

of endowing such work, he would probably gladly enlarge his range of studies. 

Such courses as would bear not only on the Laws of Supply and Demand, and on 

the Government of States, but on Trades Unions and Trusts, Sociology, problems 

of state-owned utilities, proper housing and town-planning, 

city administration 
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We have in tmse Mari time Provinces instead of one or two strong insti-

tutions which there is room for, nearer half a score, each unable to offer the courses 

modern activity demands. One hears and reads a good deal of late of the 

wuperior virtues and val~ of the small college, the reputed intimacy of professor and 

student, the supposed safeness from vice, the protection of the boy from the clamorous 

affairs of daily life, so that his mind can be fixed on his studies. They sound 

- and I as one who took his work at a small college which I do not seem able to 

keep away from (4 times) since, would be the first to .wish that all these encomiums 

of the small College were true. There are many ways in which the well-endowed 

small College surpasses the much larger College; and thero is one way in which any small 

College has an advanta~ over its big brother; this is in the more intimate relation of 1,~\-
the student, not to his instruotors, ,,..._to his fellov,s, and in hi:3 consequent larger and 

sweeter view of life. This can be had in the larger university by the breaking up of 

the whole body into units . by the residence system, the faculty system; and where this 
is 



is done in the large institution, the value of it has been obvious. 

A College is made by its students• perhaps more than by its Faculty. 

You can not make a silk purse out of a sow's earf . 

reasons cur Nova Scotia. students have taken such a 

We are told that one of the 
a.,i.A r' i C 4 

leading place in Canadian,\life is 

(25. 

because they are the product of small Colleges; let me say it is largely in spite of it. 

I\ It is because they are the sons of their sires; I am not saying this in the usual vapid 

way of big, boastful talk because it is ourselves; I say it after experience of teaching 

the sons of otoor groups of sires in quite different localities, and after the experience 

of old colleagues in Quebec, Ontario, the Ohio belt, etc. They had only poorly 

equipped Colleges to go to, or stay at home, w.lth meagre intellectual surroundings and 
.w~tt 

atmosphere, and when you look at wrat they have done, you realize how they deserved the 
I\ 

opportunities \mich could so have a.dv-antaged them. 

What we have to contend against in this part of the land is not the 

existence 
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existence of small Colleges, but the non-existence of a large one. A small Col le ge 

is good, when it is good, not because tt is snall; smallness is in itself no great 

virtue, any more than is bigness. But we are told it is because of the closeness 

of the con tact to the teachers; but this is a virtue only if the teachers are really 

worth getting in contact with, and the value of the teachers is in general (of course 

the exceptions are numerous) usually in proportion to tre salaries paid and the 

opportunities for intellectual advance the location offers. If a small College 

is weal thy , it can offer one of these two imucements, and so attract good men, and 

especially can retain brilliant young men wham it has discovered; if in addition, the 

man is not worked to death with routine dull duties only, and the College is so 

situated near good libraries, or otoor intellectual workshops, and within such nearness 

to his fellow workers in his s~cia.l line that it will prevent the good man from going 

to seed, but on tre contrary, enable him to grow mentally and keep abreast of the 

progress of his subject, and be in touch with the movements in his country's life, 
then 
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then the anall college is a most valuable institution within the limitations of its 

curriculum; but it is only to such institutions tmt the usual eulogiums of small 

colleges refer. 

10 dozen students. 

I lmow one such excellent small College - Haverford; with only 

They had Morley, Broun, Gunmere, Mustard, - men not only 

eminent in their subjects, but strongly individual in character, and they impressed 

thanselves upon their students, and gave respect to learning. But it is seldom 

that the student has mu.ch personal contact w.i. 'th h1a instructors outside the class-room. 

I see before me some who besides myself have known those fabled intellectual giants, 

but kindly monsters, of Dalhousie, Macdonald, and Johnstone, and Lawson, and Lyall, 

and MacGregor. We knew them not really personally in our undergraduate days, and yet 

their seal is on us all. A personality in a College \vill impress himself on every 

one that hears him, whether there are 20 in his class or 200. Did Arnold of Rugby make 

any the less impression on his boys because he had thElll by the 100, than if they were to 

be measured by 5's; I say rather the more, because the spirit he camnunicated to each 
was 



l 
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was multiplied by the interaction of each on each. Would Jowett of Balliol have had more 

influence df his college could have been divided. by 10? J- Did a boy at Harvard imbibe 

less of a love for the aesthetic in life, art and literature from Charles Eliot Norton, or 

get a poorer insight into the secrets of nature and nature's God from Professor Shaler, 

because :00 sat with hundreds of otoors who orowd.ed to hear these MEN, - l1en, I say, and 

not merely storehouses of infonnation, men who taught nobility of life in every sentence. 

Had we in Nova Scotia one strong University to vm.ichwe could send our sons 

and daughters for the best education in every line of intellectual activity our country 

could ex.poet to offer, and which our children have the ri@1t to demand, I WCYJ.ld appreciate 
every flnall one we could maintain in addition for those who prefer EUch. But when we can 

not offer this best possible training, 

and if poor in this world's goods must 

because we have divided our educational energies so much, 
ff' cl o UH tt"o u.t"., 

take what we ha:ve,/\ or, if free fran such petty con-A.s ):,"arirly., 
atraint'1 must in order to get the best we can, educate our children a,vay from that atmos-
:phere and life of our own country tooy should be saturated with and made to understand at 

their formative period of life, men, I say, we have to do this, as we now do, we are not 
doing rightly by rur own, am there is something serious the matter, and. the progress of 

Canada is so much retarded. 
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And this one strong University dorm here in the East, should be one of a characteristic 

Canadian type, with fully equipped scientific laboratoriea, wl th large 11 braries, with 

Professors who have an insight into the vast Canadian problems - one of a set of noble 

centres of learning. 

If we are true to ourselves, these are not to be an Oxford, or a 

Cambridge, an Edinburgh or a Berlin, nor ;yet a Harvard, rebuilt on Canadian soil. 

They are to be chain of great na.ti (llal intellectual fortresses with 

a wise and natural geographical distril,ution; one for the Atlantic Provinces, ,whH e 

mani ,oat leeMioB h Helif:a.w ; one for each of tbe two great races in Quebec; two it 

must be for the rich and populous Ontario; one for each of tm broad Prairie Provinces; 

and one for Far Canada beyond the Rockies. 
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One of the most important functions of our tmiversities, in their 

relation to the problem of Camdian nationali'ty, is to provide teachers, especially 
al\ lti"t- 1~1.-tl,inJ; c! 

the teachers of the higher grades. It is not to our credit thatl'eacb section of ou.1" 

country cannot get the training needed for this purpose without going outside of his 

country; we should have in these Eastern Provinces one University properly e quipped for 

soxre inves tigµ.t icn in all the main departments of knowledge, not for tbe express purpose 

of contributing to the sum of knowledge, so much as to give that eager spirit and tbat 

conception of the breadth and purpose of lea.rni :ng that would give stimulus to their 

teaching, and make their p:tpils more successful men and women7in whatever career they 

adopt, and in its turn react on the training of the students entering the Colleges. 

Thus the University reacts on the Canadif-.n citizen throughout his whole educaticnal period. 

But not only it is not to our crQdit that \\tl can not do this in our 

part of 1he wor1d, but it i::; a distinct drawback to a right national growth in many ways, 

one of which I em.11 emphasize by repetition. It is so obvious that to g1iide and mould a 
nation 

' 

' 

' 



• 

you must mibibe its spirit, grow up with its traditions and aspirations, 

understand its ideals, s;ympathize with its ambitions, appreeiete its possibilities, 
Ctt. 

~d \reseo its trend of thrught, that I do not need to enlargel't.ha.t. But if you 

send your young men who are to come back as your teachers to foreign p:i.rts for their 
I 

whole advanced training during their impressionable years, you must not expect that 

direct impress on its youth which comes from an)intimate ;;:owledge )or their needs and 
,. 

desires. Interchangi of thdu. ght we must have, and an understanding of the work 

and purpose of other conmunities; but it must be used for grafting on our ovm stock, 

not for supplanting it. 
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